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ABSTRACT 
Primary gyratory crushers are important components in the comminution process at mines. Primary 

gyratory crushers are used at the Aitik mine (owned by Boliden) in northern Sweden. The crushers are 

used to crush blasted ore which then are transported to further processing in order to extract the 

valuable metals needed in modern society.  

The primary gyratory crushers have since the installation faced several breakdowns which have led to 

production losses and increased maintenance costs. Some losses could be minimized if the crusher 

operates with a bed of material in the crusher which is referred as charge level. The crushers are today 

operated manually to maintain the charge level in the crusher. The operators must change the control 

settings when the characteristics of the incoming ore changes to be able find the steady-state settings 

for the process. This is a demanding task for the operators as they have limited support from the 

current control system. Since this is a demanding task the crusher often operates without charge level. 

The aim of this master thesis is to investigate both theoretically and practically if the in pit crusher at 

Aitik can be equipped with a control system to control the charge level in the crusher and hence 

increase the productivity. 

By developing a mathematical model of the crusher and its feeder different control algorithms could 

be derived and tested. Simulation was performed before implementation to verify and adjust the 

algorithm. In order to test the algorithm on the crushing stage a separate control box was developed 

based on a Crusher Controller Unit (CCU) provided by Roctim AB. The control box was connected to 

the current control system to be able to change the control settings automatically in the current 

control system. 

Full-scale tests were conducted during two weeks where the control algorithm was switched on and 

off several times. The in pit crusher plant at Aitik was then analyzed regarding overall equipment 

efficiency when using the control system versus not using the control system. 

Operators perceived the control of charge level in the crusher comfortable as it limited the flow from 

the feeder when the charge level was too high. An indication of increased availability was seen from 

running the control algorithm and the modified performance factor was approximately 10% higher.  

 

Keywords: Primary Gyratory Crusher, Overall Equipment Efficiency, Comminution, Aitik Mine 
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NOTATIONS 
 

𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟  The eccentric speed of the cone in the crusher [rad/s] 
𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙  Level of material in the crusher chamber [m] 
𝑂𝑆𝑆 Open side setting [mm] 
𝐶𝑆𝑆 Close side setting [mm] 
𝑇𝐻𝑅𝑂𝑊  Eccentric throw in crusher [mm] 

�̅�𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟  Nominal capacity of crusher [kg/s] 
𝑄𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 Actually mass flow out from crusher [kg/s] 
𝑄𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛  Mass flow into the crusher from apron feeder [kg/s] 

𝑀𝑆𝐴 Main shaft assembly 
𝑝𝑀𝑆𝐴 Pressure in main shaft hydraulic adjustment system 
𝐴𝑀𝑆𝐴 Cross section area of the main shaft 
𝐽𝑀𝑆𝐴 Inertia of MSA 
𝑄𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥 Maximum theoretical tonnage trough plant 

𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛 Velocity of apron feeder 

ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 MSA positon 
𝑚𝑀𝑆𝐴 Mass MSA 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The following chapter aims to give the reader an overall introduction and background of this master 
thesis. 

1.1. MINING 

The search for ores containing valuable minerals continues every day with the increasing demand 

from the modern society. Valuable minerals such as copper is for example used in computers and 

wiring which are vital components in the everyday life. The ores can be found in different locations in 

the ground and therefore the mines have developed different methods to extract the ore from the 

ground. The mining method used depends on depth and shape of orebody as well as material 

properties in the ore. The most commonly used methods to extract the ore is surface and 

underground mining. Open pit mining is the most common surface mining method of extracting any 

near-surface deposit using one or more horizontal benches [11]. An example of an open pit mine is 

seen in figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 - Open pit mine in northern Sweden. 

If the orebody is located at a depth from the surface where it is no longer economical to use any surface 

mining method then underground method could be used. Underground mines often consist of a tunnel 

system to reach the orebody. The tunnel system is reached by one or several entrances located at the 

surface. Depending on the orebody characteristics different underground mining method is used for 

example sublevel caving. Sometimes surface mines starts to use underground mining method below 

the surface mine as a new orebody is discovered for which it is no longer economical to use surface 

mining methods.  
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Most common mines require fragmentation of the orebody before excavation which is usually done 

by blasting. After blasting the ore is excavated and transported for further processing such as 

comminution and extraction of valuable minerals. It is often common in mines to remove large 

quantities of waste rock before reaching the orebody. In mines it is often more economical to transport 

the ore to the mineral separation process by conveyors and therefore the primary comminution 

process is often located close to the orebody. The primary comminution process is often performed 

by crushers.  

1.2. BOLIDEN AITIK MINE 

This master thesis is done at the Aitik mine which is located outside the town Gällivare in northern 

Sweden. The mine uses open pit mining method since the orebody is located closed to the surface. 

The mines deposit consists of chalcopyrite and pyrite yielding copper, gold and silver. It was established 

in 1968 and has today 672 employees with an annual production of 36 million tons of ore from its two 

open pit mines, Aitik and Salmijärvi. The production is a continuous process operating 24 hours every 

day all year around. The ore from the mine is blasted and loaded on dump trucks that have a payload 

of up to 320 ton. The trucks transports the ore from the excavation to the nearest located crusher. The 

mine has three crushing plants which are located at the Aitik. One crushing plant is located at the 

surface of the mine and the other two inside the open pit on 165 (Crusher 165) and 285 meters (In pit 

crusher) below the surface. The surface crusher and the in pit crusher are both primary gyratory 

crushers of similar type with a designed capacity of maximum 8000 tones per hour. The crusher 165 

has a maximum capacity of 4500 tones per hour. The ore is transported from the crushing plants 

through a conveyor system to the processing plant. The processing plant consists of two primary 

Autogenous mills and two secondary pebble mills. The valuable minerals is extracted by a flotation 

process and transported to the smelter in Rönnskär by railway. A schematic sketch of the comminution 

process is seen in figure 2.  

Figure 2 - Comminution process at Aitik mine 
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As seen in figure 2 every equipment in the comminution process are a vital components to maintain 

continuous production. The mills are known to operate with higher reliability then the crushers 

especially the surface and in pit crushers. This master thesis focusing on improving the overall 

effectiveness of the surface and in pit crushers.   

1.3. SURFACE AND IN PIT CRUSHERS 

The crushers Aitik are crucial units in the overall process and have a significant impact on the mine 

productivity and profitability. It is therefore vital to run these crushers at an optimal operating point 

in order to maintain high reliability. Since the installation of the surface and in pit crushers the crushers 

has faced several breakdowns which have led to production disruptions and increased maintenance 

costs. One of the reasons is that the mine has varying rock properties which makes the blasting more 

difficult. As a result of the difficult blasting procedure big lumps gets fed into crusher at times which 

interrupt production. The varying particle size of the blasted ore fed into the crusher affect the 

operation. To keep the operation running at an optimum point the crushing control variables need to 

be changed. Today the operator listen and visually looking at the crushing process and changes the 

crushing control variables to maintain proper operation. Today this is performed with limited support 

from the control system.  

Due to the number of breakdowns Aitik mine has recently decided to operate the crusher with a charge 

level which means that the crusher chamber is filled with material during operation. Operating the 

crusher with charge level causes the incoming feed to land on a rock bed instead of directly on the 

crushers wear components. A result of operating the crusher with charge level the idea is to get a 

smoother operation and a more evenly wear in the crushing chamber. Operating the crusher with 

charge level is today a demanding task as the operator changes the control parameters manually to 

maintain a proper charge level in the crusher. The operators tries to keep the charge level between 

the top of the crushing chamber and below the spider cap illustrated in figure 3.  

 

Figure 3 –Crusher operating with charge level 

The task requires full attention by the operator as the risk of overfilling the crusher increases and no 

overfill protection is currently installed on the crusher today. As a result of the demanding task the 

crusher is often operated without charge level and a very uneven operation is obtained. Even if the 

crusher is operated with or without charge level there is always as risk of overfilling the crusher as an 

increased particle size of the incoming feed will increase the risk of blocking the inlet to the crushing 

chamber. The result of a blocked inlet will cause the level in the crusher to increase drastically and 

overfill seen in figure 4.   
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Figure 4 - Crusher overfilled with material 

Whenever the crushing inlet gets blocked the operator need to clear the crushing inlet using the 

hydraulic hammer and production is interrupted. The hydraulic hammer is seen below in figure 5. 

 

Figure 5 - Hydraulic hammer cleaning inlet of crusher chamber 
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2. OBJECTIVE 

In this chapter research outlines and research questions are presented.  

2.1. RESEARCH OUTLINE 

The purpose of this master thesis is to investigate theoretical and practical if the in pit crusher plant 

can be equipped with a control system for operating the crusher with charge level. Investigation of 

the historical productivity for the in pit crushing plant by using the overall equipment efficiency as a 

measure to identify potential improvements when running with charge level. Long- and short-term 

effects when running the crushing plant with the control system and maintain charge level will be 

analyzed and compared to current crusher operation.  

 

2.2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

A number of research questions have been formulated in order structure the research. The following 

research is presented below:  

Q1. How could a OEE model be developed to describe the efficiency of the crushing plant? 

Q2. Is it possible to use a OEE model to identify possible improvements when running with charge 

level? 

Q3. Is it possible to find mathematical models to represent crushing plant? 

Q4. Is it possible to use these mathematical models to develop charge level controller to work in 

practice?   

Q5. How will the new control algorithm affect the productivity of the crusher? 

3. METHOD 

The aim of this chapter is to present how the work will be conducted to be able to answer the 
research questions. 

In order to understand predefined problem observations will be made at site to gain further 

understanding of the problem. Literature study of the specific crushing plant was conducted to gain 

plant specific knowledge of the crushing plant characteristics. The relevant theory to be able to cover 

the research outline was studied. The theory will be used in modelling and control development phase 

as well as analyzing historical productivity and the results of the practical test. The practical test will 

be a full-scale test conducted during normal operation in the crushing plant. Results from practical test 

will be analyzed to answer the research outline and give recommendations for long-term 

implementation.  
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Figure 6 - Structure of master thesis solving approach modified from [12] 

4. THEORY 

In this chapter relevant theory are presented for the reader to fully understand the discussion and 
conclusions later.  

4.1. GYRATORY CRUSHER PRINCIPLE 

A gyratory crusher consist of a cast steel frame where the inside of the frame is called crushing chamber 

which is lined with wear resistant steel plates called concaves and formed as an upside down cone. 

Inside the crushing chamber the main shaft assembly (MSA) which moves in an eccentric motion is 

located to crush the particles in the crushing chamber. When feeding the crusher the eccentric motion 

allows the articles to fall down and then be compressed to break apart between the MSA and concave. 

This is done several times to break the particle into smaller prices every time and the particle will 

eventually leave the crusher at the bottom when the size is small enough. The outer part of the main 

shaft assembly is lined with wear resistant steel called mantle. The top of the mantle consist of a spider 

assembly which holds the mantles top part in position. An illustration of the gyratory crusher crushing 

material is seen in figure 7.  
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Figure 7 - Particles compressed at the closed side to the left and falling on the open side to the right 

OPEN AND CLOSE SIDE SETTING 

The smallest distance between the moving MSA and concave is known as the Close Side Setting (CSS). 

The largest distance between the mantle and concave is called Open Side Setting (OSS). These 

measurement are of interest in a gyratory crusher as current OSS on the crusher will determine the 

top size of the particles discharged from the crusher. The CSS and OSS can be varied on a gyratory 

crusher by adjusting the vertical height of the MSA. When raising the MSA the height will provide a 

smaller gap between the mantle and concaves hence a smaller OSS and CSS. The gap will affect the 

throughput of the crusher. When the inner and outer mantle become worn the same main shaft 

position height will correspond to different OSS. This is illustrated in figure 8. 

 

Figure 8 - Illustration of the relationship between different MSA position and OSS 

ECCENTRIC MOTION 

The crusher motor controls the speed of the eccentric motion (𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟) on the MSA hence the 

number of material compressions. By increasing the eccentric speed each particle will fall a shorter 

vertical distance between crushing events. 

The eccentric throw and speed of the moving MSA determines the compression of each particle. The 

eccentric throw can be adjusted mechanically on a gyratory crusher and the speed of the eccentric 

motion can be changed if the crusher is motor is equipped with a variable frequency drive (VFD).  
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HYDRALIC PRESSURE 

The MAS adjustment system will be pressurized. One of the pressure components will be the weight 

of the main shaft. The other will be caused by the amount of particles in the crusher. The particles will 

both cause pressure due to the weight of the particles but also the crushing force which will depend 

on the characteristics of the particle breakage.  An illustration of this is presented in figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 - Forces acting on crusher 

The pressure in the hydraulic system will be as described in equation 1. 

 
𝑝𝑀𝑆𝐴 =

𝐹𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟

𝐴𝑀𝑆𝐴
 (1) 

Where 

 
𝐹𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 = ∑ 𝐹𝑣𝑛

𝑁

1

+ 𝐹𝑀𝑆𝐴 = ∑ 𝐹𝑣𝑛

𝑁

1

+ 𝑚𝑀𝑆𝐴𝑔 (2) 

The pressure will hence say something about the crushing force acting on the crusher.  

POWER CONSUMPTION 

When crushing material the motor driving the eccentric motion consumes power. The power 

required will be determined by inertia of the MSA, the eccentric speed and the momentum needed 

to crush the particles in the crusher. The motor will try to keep a constant speed and therefore the 

change in power will more or less correspond to how much crushing the motor are performing. The 

power consumed by the crushing motor could be intuitive calculated as in equation 3. 

 𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑢ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 𝜂𝜔𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟(𝑀𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝐽𝑀𝑆𝐴�̇�𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟) (3) 

 

4.2. TOTAL PRODUCTIVE MAINTENANCE  

Companies in manufacturing industries constantly strives to increase the productivity of their 

equipment. The two most well-known methods to achieve this is Total Productive Maintenance (TPM) 

and Lean. Both these methods strive to work more intelligent and maximize the use of resources rather 

than increasing the resources. TPM originally started from one of Toyotas subcontractors in Japan in 

the purpose of increasing the availability of the equipment by utilizing the maintenance resources 

better. The basics of TPM is that the maintenance activates can be made easier by involving the people 

that work close to the production. It is important to engage all personnel by having a clear action plan 

which often involves gathering of small improvement groups where every group focusing on a specific 

equipment for example a machine. The action plan also involves giving machine operators responsible 

for cleaning, inspection and maintenance activities. In TPM it is important that all decisions is made 
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based on facts and so gathering facts is an important task in within the improvement groups [2]. The 

three building stones of TPM according to Ljungberg [3] are: 

 Follow-up malfunctions – Brain  

 Operator maintenance - Heart 

 Improvement groups – Muscles 

OVERALL EQUIPMENT EFFECIENCY  

There are several different methods of measuring how well your equipment is working. Included in 

TPM there is metric standard of measuring this which is called overall equipment efficiency (OEE). One 

of the advantages of using OEE is that it gives a good view of the value added by the equipment 

compared to other metrics [3]. The increase in automation, size and capacity of mining equipment has 

drastically changed the consequences of and equipment ineffectiveness [10]. OEE is a key starting 

point for companies who wants to understand the equipment losses and eliminate them [6]. The 

measure OEE can be used in several different ways, firstly it can be used to measure the improvement 

of an equipment after changes have been conducted. It can also for a manufacturing line be used to 

compare different equipment operating in series to identify any bottlenecks. Thirdly it can be used to 

compare independently operating equipment [8]. The calculation takes into account the equipment 

availability, performance and quality of the equipment and is calculated as seen in equation 4 below. 

 𝑂𝐸𝐸 = 𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∗ 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 (4) 

OEE takes into account that machines operate with a limited speed and also produces waste products. 

It is not unusual that machines have a OEE of less than 30% [2]. An OEE of 85% and higher is often 

considered as world class.  

AVAILABILITY 

The factor availability in OEE measures the lost time from any event that stopped planned production. 

Time losses due to preventive maintenance activities such as operator maintenance or shift changes is 

not considered a loss [8] and is considered as scheduled downtime. The availability is calculated as the 

ratio of actual operating time to net available time illustrated in figure 10.  

 

 

Figure 10 - Illustration of availability losses 

 
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
 (5) 

PERFORMANCE 

The performance of the equipment takes into account how efficient the machines operate. The 

performance measures speed losses and losses due to machine idle. The general description of 

calculating the performance for a manufacturing equipment is seen in the equation 6. 
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𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
=  

𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠

 (6) 

QUALITY 

The quality factor in OEE takes into account how value creation the machines operate which takes into 

account that machines in a manufacturing plant manufactures waste products. The quality factor is 

calculated as seen below in equation 7. For a machine with a quality of 100% the machine would not 

manufacture any waste products.  

 
𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠 − 𝑊𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠
 

(7) 

 

4.3. MODELLING 

To be able to understand the characteristics of a system and to be able to simulate system the 

dynamic behavior of the system mathematical models can be used. 

There are several forms in which a dynamic system can be described with a mathematical model. For 

a single input single output (SISO) system a transfer function can be used to describe the relation 

between input and output. An example for a first order differential equation and corresponding 

transfer function are shown in equation 8 and 9 respectively.  

 
𝜏

𝑑𝑦(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
+ 𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑘𝑢(𝑡) 

(8) 

   

 

 
𝐺(𝑆) =

𝑌(𝑆)

𝑈(𝑆)
=

𝑘

𝜏𝑆 + 1
 

(9) 

 

This could be extended to second order, third order and so on depending on the system dynamics. 

Step responses for transfer functions with different orders are presented in figure 11. 
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Figure 11 - Step response for first order and second order system 

If the system contains of several systems connected together the transfer function that represent the 

whole system can be calculated by simply multiple the transfer functions for the sub-systems. Figure 

12 illustrates how the two sub-systems are connected to each other. 

 

 
Figure 12 - Two systems connected together 

The transfer functions are presented in equation 10 and the transfer function for the total system is 

calculated in equation 11. 

 𝑃1(𝑆) =
𝑢𝑝2

𝑢𝑝1
, 𝑃2(𝑆) =

𝑦

𝑢𝑝2
 

 

(10) 

 𝐺(𝑆) = 𝑃1(𝑆)𝑃2(𝑆) =
𝑦

𝑢𝑝1
 (11) 

 

To describe a system with several inputs and several and several outputs the above presented system 

model could not be used. One that can be used is a statespace representation of ordinary differential 

equation [21] which is presented in equation 12. 

 𝑑𝒙(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝒇(𝒙(𝑡), 𝒖(𝑡), 𝒘(𝑡)), 𝒚(𝑡) = 𝒉(𝒙(𝑡), 𝒖(𝑡), 𝒓(𝑡)) 

(12) 

   

Where 𝒙 is a state vector that includes all the necessary state variables in the process, 𝒖 is the vector 

that contains control variables, 𝒘 is the process noise, 𝒓 is the measurement noise and 𝒚 is a vector 

with the measurements.  All the states derivatives will be affected by the current states and the control 

signal. The function 𝒇 and 𝒉 can be either linear or nonlinear. If they are nonlinerar it might be possible 

to linearize the model around the operating point. A linear representation of a state space model is 

presented in equation 13. 
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 𝑑𝒙(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑨𝒙(𝑡) + 𝑩𝒖(𝑡) + 𝑩𝒅𝒘(𝑡), 𝒚 = 𝑪𝒙(𝑡) + 𝑫𝒖(𝑡) + 𝑫𝒅𝒓(𝑡) 

(13) 

   

The system presented above as well as the transfer function are called a linear time-invariant. Which 

means that the system is linear and do not change over time. 

4.4. CONTROLLERS 

Control can have many meanings but in this thesis control will be defined as a way to use feedback and 

an algorithm as Åström and Murray dose [21]. By using measurement and/or use state estimation 

together with reference signals to determine the error signal a control signal is calculated. A scheme 

when using control in the way defined here is presented in figure 13. 

 
Figure 13 - Controller using feedback 

  

It has been developed many types of controllers such controllers are On-Off control, PID-controller, 

LQR and MPC. These controllers have different advantages and disadvantages in the sense of 

complexity in calculations and controlling the plant as optimal as possible. The more simple controllers 

are On-Off and PID-controller where PID is used in more than 95% of all control problems in the 

industry [21]. The disadvantage when using On-Off and PID controller is that there can only be used in 

single input single output (SISO) systems while LQR and MPC can be used in both SISO, single input 

multiple output (SIMO), multiple input single output (MISO) and multiple input multiple output 

(MIMO) systems.  

ON-OFF CONTROLLER 

The On-Off controller uses it max and min input signal to the system. In equation 14 the algorithm for 

On-Off controller is presented. 

 
𝑢 (𝑡) = {

𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑖𝑓 𝑒(𝑡) > 0
𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑓 𝑒(𝑡) < 0

 
(14) 

   

A common result when using this type of control is that the controlled variable oscillates [21]. This 

might be acceptable if the oscillation is small.  One of the advantages is that there is no need to 

determine parameters for the controller. In many practical situations it might also be that the 

actuator is of the type On-Off for example a lamp switch which implies that this might be a good 

control strategies (even if more sophisticated controllers can be developed for these situations [22]). 

PID 

PID stands for proportional, integral and derivative which are with respect to the error signal. Although 

the overall name is PID they may be in other forms for example P or PI. If there is no natural integrator 

in the process integral action is required to achieve zero stead-state error [23]. The controller will use 

information about the error to calculate a control signal that (with the use of correct control 

parameters) will not oscillate and if integral action is used the error will converge towards zero. The 

equation for a PID-controller is presented in 15. 
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𝑢(𝑡) = 𝑘𝑝𝑒(𝑡) + 𝑘𝑖 ∫ 𝑒(𝜏)𝑑𝜏
𝑡

0

+ 𝑘𝑑

𝑑𝑒(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑝 (𝑒(𝑡) +

1

𝑇𝑖

∫ 𝑒(𝜏)𝑑𝜏
𝑡

0

+ 𝑇𝑑

𝑑𝑒(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
) 

 

(15) 

   

As can be see the control parameters that needs to be determine are 𝑘𝑝, 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑇𝑑. These parameters 

can be tuned in many different ways. Some of them are pole-placement for the feedback system or 

more empirical methods [21] as Ziegler-Nichols step response method.  By calculating the closed loop 

transfer function the poles can be placed by changing the parameters in the PID-control to get the 

desired step-response. One of the empirical methods is Ziegler-Nichols step response method. The 

step-response is created by applying a unit step on the input signal then by approximate the timedelay 

(𝜏) and slope (𝑎) the parameters can be determine according to table XX [21]. 

Table 1 – Parameters calculations for different types of controller based on a step-response 

Type 𝒌𝒑 𝑻𝒊 𝑻𝒅 

P 1/𝑎   

PI 0.9/𝑎 3𝜏  

PID 1.2/𝑎 2𝜏 0.5𝜏 

 

The PID-control does not require any exact model since practical tests can be performed directly and 

empirical methods can be used to calculate the controller parameters. However a model will be 

needed to use pole placement. 

In real application there are often some actuators that will limit the control signal. If integral action is 

used the calculated control signal can be very large after a long time of saturation. By taking the 

actually input and compare with the input calculated by the controller compensation for this can be 

done which is often referred as anti-windup. An example when using anti-windup in Simulink is 

presented in figure 14. 

 

Figure 14 - PID-controller with anti-windup 

LINEAR QUADRATIC REGULATOR 

Linear quadratic regulator (LQR) is used for LTI systems when the system has several inputs and/or 

outputs. The controller is simply a proportional controller but with the advantage that the gain is 

derived to satisfies all inputs and outputs as far as the controller can. The LQR controller gain is derived 

to minimize the cost function presented in equation 16 [21]. 

 

𝐽 = ∫ (𝒙(𝑡)𝑇𝑸𝒙𝒙(𝑡) + 𝒖(𝑡)𝑇𝑸𝒖𝒖(𝑡)
∞

0

)𝑑𝑡 
(16) 
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Where 𝑸𝒙 and 𝑸𝒖 are the weighting matrices for the states and control signal respectively. The control 

gain will depend on the solution for the Riccati equation which is presented in equation 17. 

 
𝐽𝑷𝑨 + 𝑨𝑇𝑷 − 𝑷𝑩𝑸𝒖

−1𝑩𝑇𝑷 + 𝑸𝒙 = 0 
(17) 

The control gain is the derived in equation 18. 

 
𝒌 = 𝑸𝒖

−1𝑩𝑇𝑷 
(18) 

The control signal is then calculated as in equation 19. 

 
𝒖 = −𝒌𝒙(𝑡) 

(19) 

This controller is so far only a proportional controller which means that there will be a stead state 

error. To deal with this an integral action can be included in the model as an extra state [21].  This so 

called augmented model is presented in equation 20.  

 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
[

𝒙
𝒙𝒊

] = [
𝑨𝒙 + 𝑩𝒖

𝒚 − 𝒓
] = [

𝑨𝒙 + 𝑩𝒖
𝑪𝒙 − 𝒓

] 
(20) 

This augmented is then used to calculate the 𝒌 as I the same fashion as for the non-augmented 

model. 

As seen in equation 17 it is required to know the linear system (𝑨 and 𝑩 matrices).This can in many 

cases be a disadvantage since it can be very time consuming to derive an exact model for the system 

which also needs to be linear time invariant. Despite this the controller has the advantage to calculate 

several control signals and control several states.  

 

5. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The aim of this chapter is to provide an overview what have been done before in this area with respect 
to modelling crusher plants, controllers on crushers and OEE on crusher and crushing plants. 

5.1. MATCHEMATICAL MODELS OF CRUSHING PLANT 

There have been many investigations how to model crushers and especially cone crushers which are 

similar to gyratory crushers. Due to the complexity of the particles which are processed by the crusher 

the models that are the most accurate are very complex. One model for size reduction and one for 

flow of particles in crushers are presented by Evertsson [A1]. The models are complex mathematical 

expressions based on crusher geometry, control inputs (CSS and eccentric speed), the feed size 

distribution and the properties of the particles (breakage behavior). A simulation model for interaction 

between the crusher and material in the crusher based on discrete element method has been 

developed by Quist [13]. The models for particle breakdown in the simulation consider not only particle 

size-reduction between the rock and the crusher but also breakage between the particles and the path 

of the particle through the crusher. Quist has also investigated how the power and pressure in the 

crusher relates to the crushing process. This has also been done by Pothina [16] with the aim to develop 

mathematical models to predict energy consumption in gyratory crushers. Khalid [15] has also 

investigated models for predicting size distribution and flow from the crusher based on manipulated 

variables (control inputs).  
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The focus in previously described work has been limited to the crusher although the crushing plant 

consist of many other machines that will interact with the crusher. Modelling of a whole crushing plant 

has been done by Asbjörnsson [14]. Asbjörnsson has modelled the dynamic behavior in a plant so that 

it is possible to simulate the behavior of the plant when the conditions changes. The models developed 

are for example bins, cone crushers and conveyors. The models are developed so they could calculate 

the predicted size distribution from a crusher but also massflow in the whole plant. 

5.2. CONTROL OF CRUSHING PLANT 

To control and optimize a crusher plant is a quite new area since the technics to be able to control the 

machines and calculate control signals are quite new as well.  Despite this several studies has been 

made in the field of optimizing crushing performance. Hultén [17] has study the optimization problem 

of controlling several crushing parameters to produce the desired product size. Hultén investigate both 

Finite State Machine (FSM) and Evolutionary Operation (EVOP). Khalid [15] suggests an Extreme 

Seeking Control (ESC). By using the extreme seeking control the parameters on a PID regulator was 

tuned and the maximum of the desired product was produced. Itävuo [18] has investigated controllers 

such as MIMO-PI control and On-Off control to be able to control the level in the crusher. Itävuo has 

also investigated PID-controller to be able to control the transient behavior in gyratory crushers [19]. 

This was done with the consideration of both CSS and eccentric speed as a control input with a constant 

mass flow. 

5.3. OVERALL EQUIPMENT EFFECIENCY ON CRUSHING PLANT 

The use of TPM and OEE is well established within manufacturing industries but has rarely been used 

in mining industries and even more rarely on crushing plants. OEE applications in mining industry differ 

from manufacturing industries hence it is necessary to develop equipment own framework for the 

losses [9]. One of the reasons is that it is harder to calculate OEE for mining equipments according to 

Elevi [10] for the following reasons:  

 Mining is a serial operation which means that utilization of each equipment affects the other 

 The effects of utilization on total production is very high because of the high capacity of mining 

equipment 

 The operating environment of the mine is dynamic with many unknown reasons that can affect 

equipment utilization. 

6. PRE-STUDY CRUSHING PLANTS 

This following chapter aims on giving the reader plant specific knowledge on the equipment in the 
plant and plant background in terms of overall equipment efficiency.  

6.1. OVERVIEW OF IN PIT CRUSHING PLANT 

The in pit crusher plant consists of several machines. The blasted ore is dumped by trucks into the 

hopper. The ore is then transported from the hopper to the primary gyratory crusher by the apron 

feeder. A rubber belt conveyor underneath the crusher transports the crushed ore to a conveyor 

system underground towards the processing plant. An illustration of the in pit crushing plant can be 

seen in figure 15.  
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Figure 15 – In pit crushing plant consist of traffic lights (1), trucks (2) dumping blasted ore into the 

hopper (3) which then are transported by the apron feeder (4) into the crusher (5) and transported to 

the ore storage by the discharge conveyor (6) 

HOPPER 

The hopper has a capacity of approximately 4-5 truckloads. The top half of the hopper is made of 

concrete and the other half is made with 80mm thick steel liners. When the trucks are allowed to dump 

the blasted ore into the hopper is controlled by traffic lights. A fixed green light corresponds to 

dumping allowed, a flashing red light when trucks are allowed to prepare for dumping (back into 

position) and a fixed red light when the crusher is closed and trucks are not allowed to dump. An 

automatic control system operates the traffic light by measuring the ore level in the dump pocket with 

a level sensor. The traffic lights are automatically controlled by the control system or could be 

controlled manually by the operator. When the level in the hopper reaches a level which are too high 

the hopper needs to be emptied to a certain level before allowing trucks to dump again. This is because 

there are two truck dumping positions which have the same traffic lights and to make sure that the 

hopper can swallow both truckloads the hopper needs to be emptied to that level. Both the high level 

and the low level for this automatically system is set by the operator. The control system is also 

protecting the hopper from getting completely empty by stopping the apron feeder. This is because 

when dumping truck loads directly on the apron feeder and not on a bed of rock would damage the 

plates on the apron feeder.  

APRON FEEDER 

The apron feeder transports the ore from the hopper to the crusher. The length of the apron feeder is 

35 meters and the evaluation of the material done by the apron feeder is 13.5 meter. The apron feeder 

consists of steel plates that are bolted to two standard crawler chains. The chains are driven by two 

drive gearboxes which are connected to the drive shaft. The driveshaft is connected threw an elastic 

coupling to two electric motors (one on each side). The velocity of the apron feeder is manually 

operated by the crusher operator between 0 – 20 meters per minute. The apron feeder was from the 

beginning designed to run at 26 meters per minute but this has been changed for different reasons. 

The entire feeder has 30mm thick wear plates mounted on the skirtboards. 

CRUSHER 

The primary gyratory crusher is of twin type with a size of 1525 x 2870 mm. The crusher is powered by 

an electric motor with a power on 750 kW and a maximum revolutionary speed of 492 RPM. The gear 

ratio between the MSA and driveshaft is 1:4 so the maximum speed of the eccentric motion of the 

MSA is 123 RPM. The MSA position can be adjusted between 110-246 mm in order to adjust the OSS. 

The MSA is raised by opening a valve and starting the hydraulic pump that pumping oil into the main 

shaft hydraulic system which then will raise the MSA. To lower the MSA a valve is opened to drain the 

amount of oil needed to get the MSA in the desired position. The hydraulic system is equipped with a 
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gas accumulator to protect the system from pressure peaks.  Both the MSA position and the RPM of 

the crusher can be adjusted by the operator. 

6.2. DEVELOPMENT OF PLANT OEE MODEL 

The purpose of the OEE model is to as accurate as possible measure only the crushing plant losses and 

not involve downtimes caused by other equipment operated in the production chain. However some 

stop causes generated later in the production chain after the crushing plant is included as it could be 

a result from the crushing plant. For example the chute/conveyor stop cause could be a result of the 

crusher not crushing rocks small enough which causes them to get stuck in chutes and conveyors lately 

in the production chain.  

AVAILABILITY 

The list below represent all the different downtime causes that the operator report in the control 

system whenever production is interrupted. Since the operator fills in this information the same actual 

stop cause could be under different stop category in the generated report as different operators has 

different opinions. The lack of ore downtime is generated automatically after the hopper level has 

been low for a time. This stop cause have been left out from the OEE-calculation as it is a result from 

the mine which are not able to deliver ore to the crushing plant. Development of the availability model 

was conducted by defining planned losses, unplanned losses and irrelevant losses that does not affect 

the availability of the crushing plant. These can be seen in the table below with relevant description of 

the downtime cause. 

Unplanned losses Description 

Lump over 1x1x1m Lump fed into crusher blocking crushing chamber.  

Jam Crusher inlet blocked 

Cleaning/waste Cleaning of overflow material within the plant.  

Automatic reported Generic automatic reported stop. 

Stop Generic stop 

Orestorage Ore storage full after crushing plant. 

Engine operation Engine operation failure within plant causing downtime.   

Hydraulic hammer
  

Stop cause on hydraulic hammer. 

Hydraulic system Stop cause  

Metal detector Metal detected on conveyor dispatched from crusher.  

Outer cause Downtime due to operation enviroment, lightning etc.   

Low level hopper Low hopper level result in trucks can dump material without damaging 
apron feeder.  

Control Fault on a controller within plant 

Media Fault caused by media.  

Operation Operation fault. 

Lubrication system Fault on crusher lubrication system 

Liners Liners in crushing chamber fault. 

Chute/conveyor askew Rocks stuck in chute, conveyor running askew 

Electric power Power fault.  

Emergency shutdown Emergency shutdown of plant 

Conveyor Conveyor operation fault 

Dust Dust in plant  

Control system Lost of operation in control system 
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Planned losses Description 

Operator maintenance Maintenance activities carried out by operator 

Shift change Change of personel  

Parked Operation not possible due to equipment shutdown of equipment in serie 

Planned Crusher plant schedualed downtime such as planned maintenance 

Blasting Blasting in mine  

 

Unrelevant losses Description 

Lack of ore Lack of ore is a loss due to the mine operation and not the crushing plant.  

PERFORMANCE 

For a crushing plant the performance can be calculated in different ways depending on the wanted 

outcome from the value. The cycle time can be interpreted as the ratio between actual and theoretical 

capacity of the crushing plant measured in tones per hour. The performance factor will then be 

calculated as seen below in equation 21.  

 

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =
𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒  

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 
 

(21) 

The theoretical tonnage is provided as the designed capacity of the crushing plant which is 8000 t/h. 

However site has changed the speed of the apron feeder from 26 m/min to 20 m/min which affects 

the crusher capacity. The new theoretical tonnage will be calculated with the assumption that the mass 

flow is proportional to the speed of the apron feeder. The new theoretical tonnage is then obtained 

from equation 22.   

 26

8000 
=  

20

𝑄𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥
⟹  𝑄𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 6153 [𝑡𝑜𝑛/ℎ] (22) 

As operating the crusher with charge level will not have any significant impact on the crusher 

throughput it was necessary to develop an additional way of calculating the performance factor. The 

crusher power is utilized since it corresponds well to the charge level in the crusher. The performance 

factor is then calculated by sorting the power values obtained in raising order and plotting the graph. 

The integral of the graph is the performance value and it is calculated as seen below in equation 23 

where 𝑇 is the total time of interest and 𝑃(𝑡) is the curve obtained by the sorted power values.   

 
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  

1

𝑇𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑥
∫ 𝑃(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

 (23) 
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Figure 16 - Calculation of performance factor using Microsoft excel 

QUALITY 

Since a crushing plant do not manufacture any waste products the general description cannot be 

utilized. The quality factor in this master thesis is therefore assumed to be 100% on all OEE calculations.  

6.3. PLANT OEE 

The graph below represent how the OEE value has changed over the past 3 years on the crusher.  The 

crusher had availability on 61.7 % last year which indicates that the crusher availability is pretty good. 

However the performance where only on 46.8 % last year which indicates that the crusher while 

running is not utilized. The low performance factor corresponds to the mines varying ore flow to the 

crushing plant which allows the crushing plant to be shut downed while waiting for incoming ore. 

 

Figure 17 - Overall equipmente effeciency the past 3 years on crusher 285 
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AVAILABILITY 

The three biggest causes of losses with regard to availability is conveyor, jam and wear plates, seen in 

figure 18.  

 

Figure 18 - Availability losses on crusher 285 during 2014 

The cause of the large conveyor downtime in March is due to a failure in a chain link on the apron 

feeder. The stop reason jam is occurred when rock forms a block in the crushing chamber which limits 

the flow of material on one or both sides of the spider arm. Jam is closely related to the incoming 

particle size as big rocks often get stuck in the crushing chamber and limits the flow. When this happens 

operators needs to stop the production and clear the crushing chamber using the hydraulic hammer. 

Jam I closely related to the “lump” stop cause as big lumps also limits flow and requires the operator 

to use the hydraulic hammer. Both these stop causes are a result of the different ore characteristics 

which makes blasting procedure more difficult. According to the crusher manual 100% of the incoming 

feed material should be less than 80% of the crusher radial opening. If this could be achieved these 

stop losses would be a lot less.  

The downtime caused by wear plates is because big rocks will fall directly on to the crusher wear plates 

from a height of approximately 8 mete10rs which causes them to break loose. Wear plates in the 

crushing chamber are exposed to a lot more wear when operating the crusher without charge level.  

An example of this happened in February 2014 causing a downtime on 28.39 % during that month. 

Increase the time that crusher is operated with charge level would probably minimize this downtime.  

Since most of the crushing will take place in the lower part of the crushing chamber when operated 

without charge level uneven wear in the crushing chamber is obtained which will allow big rocks to be 

discharged from the crusher. To big rocks discharged increases the risk of them getting stuck in chutes 

later in the production chain. Below in figure 19 is an example of this when it happened in September 

2014 on the surface crusher at Aitik.  
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Figure 19 – Downtime 2014 caused by wear in the crushing chamber 

Over a long period of time it is seen that crusher power decreasing due to wear in the crushing 

chamber. To avoid this in the future it is important to operate the crusher with charge level and replace 

mantle and concaves in time. 

 

PERFORMANCE 

The OEE performance of the crusher was 46,8% during the year 2014. This can also be seen in the 

graph below which represent the throughput threw the crusher during the year 2014. The designed 

capacity of the crusher is 8000 t/h but as the apron feeder speed is limited the new theoretical 

throughput is only 6153 tones/hour as calculated above in equation. The small throughput of the 

crusher is mostly because of the mine not delivering ore to the crushing plant. At times excavators fails 

and trucks are not able to deliver ore to the crushing plant. To increase the OEE performance factor 

mine will have deliver more ore to the crushing plant.  

 

Figure 20 – Crusher performance year 2014 
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6.4. CHARGE LEVEL ANALYSIS 

Analyzing the crusher power from when operating with charge level and without charge level it can be 

seen that the power trend is more equal when running it with a charge level, see figure 21. The vertical 

mantle setting for these trends are at 255 mm from the left graph and 175 mm at the right graph. As 

the vertical mantle height is higher in the left graph the rocks will be exposed to more crushing events 

before discharging from the crushing chamber which result in a much smoother power trend. As seen 

in the right graph from running without charge level the crusher constantly idles for a short time as 

there is no rock in the crushing chamber. When a rock then falls into the crusher the power raises 

drastically up to a high power as the rock being crushed. When running the crusher in this way most 

of the rocks gets crushed in the lower part of the crushing chamber making the concaves and mantles 

being worn in one spot. Because of the higher amplitude seen in the right graph the crusher is a lot 

more exposed to fatigue.   

 

Figure 21 – Crusher power comparison from running with charge level 

The same dataset can also be analyzed from an OEE perspective by utilizing the earlier described 

performance factor based on engine power. The crusher is running with charge level in the left graph 

and is running without charge level to the right, see figure 22. The left graph when crusher is operating 

with charge level is represented to the current control system for the charge level. The current control 

system starts the apron feeder before the crusher causing it to fill up quickly. Whenever the hopper 

level is low the crusher shutdowns with material to maintain the charge level. This is indicated by the 

first part of the graph as crusher power is zero. However starting the crusher with material in the 

crushing chamber often leads to the engine not starting and operators need to lower the MSA until 

the crusher starts. Seen in the right graph the idle power which is normally around 120 – 140kW is for 

a much longer period from running the crusher without charge level. This is because the crusher idles 

a very short time in between incoming particles. Due to the crusher crushing more rocks when running 

with charge level result in a higher performance value. A value of 59,83 percent with charge level 

compared to 32,29 percent without charge level for this dataset. 
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Figure 22 – Crusher performance comparison from an OEE perspective 

 

7. CRUSHER OEE MODEL 

The following chapter explains how a specific crusher OEE-model was developed in the purpose of 
measuring a result from operating the crusher with the control algorithm. 

7.1. DEVELOPMENT OF CRUSHER OEE MODEL 

The purpose of the crusher OEE model is to be able to measure the difference from using the control 

algorithm on the crusher instead of manual operation with a measure. In this modified OEE model only 

the potential parameters that will be affected by the algorithm will be included to eliminate the risk of 

measuring any other aspect. Since the quality factor in OEE is not possible to measure this specific 

crusher it will be set to 100% as all rocks that passes the crusher continues further in the chain. Other 

OEE factors will be explained more below.  

AVAILABILITY 

Since the control algorithm will not have any significant impact on the availability short termly it will 

not include all the stop reasons that are included in the plant OEE model. Most stop causes would not 

contribute to any difference because of the short period that the algorithm is in operation. It is known 

that operating the crusher with charge level will cause a more even wear in the crushing chamber. The   

incoming feed will land on a rock-bed instead of landing on the crushing mechanical components stop 

causes as “Wear plates” will be less over a longer period of time, this can however not be measured 

short termly and is therefore left out from the availability calculation.  

Operating the crusher with charge level will also affect the number of times that the crushing inlets 

gets blocked, as well as the time it takes for the operator to clear the crusher. Because of the varying 

size distribution of the incoming feed which strongly corresponds to potential blockage of the crusher 

inlet this will with advantage be able to be measured short termly and is included in the crusher 

availability model. Crusher inlet blocked in the crusher OEE model is defined as whenever the crushing 

chamber is blocked which is obtained from “lump” and “crushing inlet blocked” in the stop report filled 

in by the operators. The availability factor will be calculated as below in equation 24.   
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Figure 23 - Illustration of availability 

 
𝐴𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
=  

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 − 𝐼𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡

𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒
 (24) 

 

PERFORMANCE 

The purpose of the performance factor is to obtain a potential different performance value from 

running the control algorithm. The earlier performance measurement when using crusher power 

values are utilized and modified for this specific crusher performance value. The obtained power values 

are sorted in raising order and every zero values and idles (less then 180kW) are removed to only 

evaluate the crusher when in operation. The integral of this curve is divided by the total area as if the 

engine would operate at maximum power all the time. If crusher is operated at maximum power would 

correspond to that the crushing power is in value creation purposes as it crushes rocks all the time. 

The crusher OEE performance is calculated as seen below in equation where 𝑇 is the time of interest 

and 𝑃(𝑡) is the graph obtained from the power samples.  

 
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  

1

𝑇𝑃𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑥
∫ 𝑃(𝑡)𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

 (25) 

An example of the sorted power samples is seen below figure 24.  

 

 

Figure 24 – Example of performance graph where zero and idle values removed 

 

8. DEVELOPMENT OF CONTROL SYSTEMS 

The aim of this chapter is to develop control systems to be implemented in the control system to be 
able to protect and optimize the crushing plant. 
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8.1. DYNAMIC MODELLING 

The dynamic model for the plant will be model to be able to simulate the level in the crusher for 

different set-points of the control inputs main shaft position and apron velocity. The model will also 

be linearized to be used to calculate control parameters. 

MODELLING APPROACH 

The approach when modelling the plant is that the material is represented by a mass and is transported 

between the components in the plant. In other words the mass in the plant is always located in one of 

the three components or flowing to another component. The modelling approach is illustrated in figure 

25. 

 

Figure 25 - Mass flowing through plant 

HOPPER 

The model for the hopper that contains the material is quite simple and is model as a container that 

have a certain amount of mass. The mass in the hopper is dependent on the amount of mass that are 

tipped into the hopper and the amount of material transported away by the apron feeder. This is 

expressed in equation 26. 

 
𝑚ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟(𝑇) = ∫ (𝑄𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑠(𝑡) − 𝑄ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟(𝑡))𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

 (26) 

Where the truck tips on average 300 tons in 9 seconds which gives an average tipping of 

�̅�𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑘𝑠(𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔) = 33 [𝑡𝑝𝑠]  where 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑝 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔 ≤ 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑝 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝.  𝑄ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 will depend on how fast 

the material is transported away by the apron. The actual mass flow will not only depend on the 

velocity of the apron feeder but also material size distribution and how the material settles in the 

hopper (i.e slope angles). To model this accurate would be very complicated due to the complexity of 

the particle shape and other forces acting on the particles so a simplified model will be used with the 

assumption that the speed and capacity of the apron feeder has a linear relation. The relation is 

presented in equation 27. 

 
𝑄ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟(𝑡) = {

𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛(𝑡) 𝑖𝑓 𝑚ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟(𝑡) > 0

0 𝑖𝑓 𝑚ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟(𝑡) ≤ 0
 (27) 

The maximum massflow created by the apron feeder according to the specification is 8000 tons per 

hour and the maximum speed is 0.45 meter per seconds and hence 𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛 can be calculated as seen 

in equation 28. 

 
𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛 =

8000 ∗ 1000

0.45 ∗ 3600
≈ 4938 [𝑘𝑔/𝑚] 

 
(28) 

APRON FEEDER 

The mass of the material on the apron feeder will depend on the mass taken from the hopper (𝑄ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟) 

as well as the mass transported into the crusher (𝑄𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛).  As for the outflow from the hopper 𝑄𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛 

will depend on the speed of the apron feeder and the amount of mass left on the apron feeder at the 

end-point. This is presented in equation 29. 

 
𝑄𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛 = {

𝑘𝐿 𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛(𝑡)𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛(𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛) > 0

0 𝑖𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛(𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛) ≤ 0
 (29) 
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The mass at the point 𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛 will be model with a transport delay (which will be based on the 

transportdelay-block in Simulink) and is presented in equation 30. 

 
𝑘𝐿 𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛(𝑡) =

𝑄ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟(0, 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑑(𝑡))

𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛(0, 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑑(𝑡))
 (30) 

Where 𝑘𝐿 𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛(𝑡) is the mass per meter located at the end of the apron feeder at time 𝑡. 

𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛(0, 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑑(𝑡)) and 𝑄ℎ𝑜𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟(0, 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑑(𝑡)) is velocity of the apron feeder and flow from the 

hopper respectively at time 𝑡 − 𝑡𝑑(𝑡) where 𝑡𝑑(𝑡) is the transport delay for the mass at current time 

𝑡. 

CRUSHER 

To derive the mathematical model of the crusher several parameters will be involved. A schematic 

sketch with notations is presented in figure 26. 

 

Figure 26 -  Sketch of the crusher with notations 

To model the level the geometry of the crusher must be known since the geometry together with the 

amount of material in crusher will affect the level in the crusher. The relation can be seen in equation 

31. 

 
𝑉(𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 , ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 , 𝑇) = ∫ 𝐴(𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 , ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟)𝑑𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟

𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝑇)

𝑙𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛(ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟)

=
𝑚𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟(𝑇)

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
 

(31) 
 

𝐴(𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟) is the cross-section area at level 𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 when the shaft position is at  ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 and 𝑙𝐴𝑚𝑖𝑛 

is the level where the cross-section area is at its minimum. The cross-section area can be calculated 

with the radius profiles of the inner and outer mantel for every shaft position value.  An equation for 

this is presented in 32. 
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𝐴(𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟, ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟) = (𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟)2 − 𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟(𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟, ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟)2)𝜋 − 𝐴𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒(𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟) (32) 

The throw in the crusher will not affect the total area even if it will have a small effect since the angle 

of the MSA will change the radius on each side although on average the radius will be correct.  

𝐴𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒(𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟) is a correctionfactor that cannot be described with radius for example the spider 

arm. By knowing the geometry the crusher chamber volume 𝑉(𝐿𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟, ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟) could then be 

calculated.  Figure 27 show how the volume change with respect to the level and shaft position. 

 

Figure 27 - Volume map with respect to main shaft position and level of material 

Calculating the volume of the material according to X1 and looking in the matrix presented in figure 27 

the level of material in the crusher could be derived. The mass in the crusher can be calculated by 

integrate the difference between mass flow in to crusher and out from crusher as described in 

equation 33. 

 
𝑚𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟(𝑇) = ∫ (𝑄𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛(𝑡) − 𝑄𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟(𝑡))𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

 (33) 

𝑄𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 is the actually mass flow out from the crusher. This will depend on the material flowing in to 

the crusher as well as the amount of material in the crusher and capacity of the crusher. To model the 

actually outflow from the crusher the transient behaviour needs to be taken into account. The 

transient behaviour has previously been modelled [20] and the equation suggested is presented in 

equation XX. 

 
𝑄𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟(𝑡) = �̅�𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 (1 − 𝑒

−𝛼𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑉𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟(𝑡)

𝑉𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑘𝑒 ) (34) 

Where 𝑉𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟(𝑡) is the volume of the material in into the crusher at time 𝑡, 𝑉𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑘𝑒 is the volume 

where the crusher is at choke and 𝛼𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 is a tuning parameter and �̅�𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 is the nominal flow 

through the crusher. By using this equation the transient filling of the crusher could be simulated.   

To calculate the nominal capacity of the crusher tables for equivalent crushers has been used. The 

relation between OSS and the nominal capacity for the crusher is presented in figure 28. 
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Figure 28 – Relation between OSS and nominal crusher capacity 

The linear relation between the OSS and nominal capacity of the crusher is presented in equation 35. 

 
�̅�𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟(𝑡) = 𝑘𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑂𝑆𝑆(𝑡) + 𝑚𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒 (35) 

To change the OSS and hence also the capacity of the crusher the mantle can be raised or lowered. 

The main shaft position has a linear relation to the OSS which is presented in equation 36. 

 
𝑂𝑆𝑆(𝑡) = 𝑘𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟(𝑡) + 𝑚𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠(𝑡) (36) 

It is clear from the equations above that to adjust the nominal capacity of the crusher it is desired to 

adjust the MSA position. If changing the reference value for the main shaft position the change will not 

be carried out immediately since the pump for the hydraulic oil will only have a fixed flow. In order to 

model the actuators a step response has been performed. The data from the step response is 

presented in figure 29. 

 

Figure 29 - Step response for lifting and lowering the MSA 
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By examine the step response it is concluded that the speed of the main shaft is constant. This is 

because the valves that control the flow of oil in the crusher are only on or off. Calculations to 

determine the slope is performed in equation 37. 

 

 
𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡 =

∆ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟

∆𝑡
=

10

47
= 0.21 

𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 =
∆ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟

∆𝑡
=

−7

29
= −0.24 

(37) 

 

The control system for the shaft position can hence be described as in equation 38. 

 
ℎ̇𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 = 𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 = {

−0.24  𝑖𝑓 ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑓 − ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 < 0

0.21 𝑖𝑓 ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑓 − ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 > 0 
 (38) 

LINEARIZATION OF PLANT 

In order to develop controller for the plant a linearization for the part that is non-linear is required.  

Some of the more influencing nonlinearities are the varying transport delay on the apron feeder as 

well as the transient behaviour when filling the crusher. The varying transport delay in the apron 

feeder will in practice not affect the system that much since the apron feeder in normal use always 

has material and hence the varying transport delay could in practice be neglected. The transient in 

the crusher will only be acting in the filling part of the crusher and will not affect anything while 

running around the operating point hence the transient could also be neglected. The mass change in 

the crusher could then be represented with a linear model expressed in equation 39. 

 
�̇�𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 = 𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛 − 𝑘𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑂𝑆𝑆(𝑡) − 𝑚𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑡) (39) 

The mass into the crusher will have a strong relation with the level. The relation as previously been 

described in equation 31. Although the mass has a linear relation to the volume the volume has not a 

linear relation to the level of material into the crusher. This needs to be linearized. There are two 

parameters that will affect the level in the crusher. It is the volume and the main shaft position. To 

investigate how much the main shaft position will influence the volume for different charge levels the 

difference between max volume and min volume at all possible main shaft positions for all different 

levels will be calculated. The result is presented in figure 30. 
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Figure 30 - Difference in volume at different levels in crusher 

As seen in the figure 30 presented above the maximum volume change when raising and lowering the 

mantle is about 1.1 𝑚2 which is consider to be small enough to be neglected and the volume versus 

the level in crusher will be linearized when the main shaft position is in the middle of its range. The 

linearization is done to fit the equation presented in 40. 

 
𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑉(𝑚𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟) (40) 

By solving the equation for all the points in the nonlinear case the value of 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 could be calculated 

and the linearized version is presented together with the nonlinear in figure 31. 

 

Figure 31 – Linearized and nonlinear relation between volume and level 

The linear model is then derived as presented below. 

 
𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑚𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
  (41) 

 

 
�̇�𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 = 𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛 − (𝑘𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑂𝑆𝑆 + 𝑚𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒)  (42) 

 
(41)𝑎𝑛𝑑 (42)  ⟹ 𝑙�̇�𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

�̇�𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
= (43) 
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= 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛 − (𝑘𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑂𝑆𝑆(𝑡) + 𝑚𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒)

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
= 

= 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛 − 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

(𝑘𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑂𝑆𝑆 + 𝑚𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒)

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
= 

= 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛 − 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑘𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒 

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝑂𝑆𝑆 − 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑚𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
= 

= 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛

− 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑘𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒 

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
(𝑘𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠 ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟

+ 𝑚𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠) − 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑚𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
= 

= [𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘

−𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑘𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒  𝑘𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘

] [
𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛

ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟
]

− 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑚𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘

(1 + 𝑚𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠) 

If the term 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
𝑚𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
(1 + 𝑚𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠)  is seen as a constant but for the system unknown 

disturbance the representation of the system in a standard form statespace would then be as 

described below. 

 𝑥 = 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝑡) 

𝒖 = [
𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛(𝑡)

ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟(𝑡)
] 

𝐴 = 0 𝑩 = [𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
−𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑘𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑘𝑂𝑆𝑆 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑠

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
] 

�̇�(𝑡) = 𝐴𝑥(𝑡) + 𝑩𝒖(𝑡) 
𝐶 = 1 

𝑦(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑥(𝑡) 
 

(44) 

 

8.2. DEVELOPMENT OF LEVEL CONTROL ALGORITHM 

In order to control the level in the crusher regulators is needed. When looking at the previously derived 

state space-model the system is clearly of the type MISO but can also been seen as SISO. For a SISO 

system the MSA position could be considered as a constant. The reason why it would be reasonable to 

consider the MSA position as a constant is because this is slower to control than the apron feeder 

velocity. However the MSA position needs to be adjusted if the apron feeder could not deliver enough 

mass flow to fill the crusher. To cover both the situations two controllers will be derived. LQI for the 

MISO system (MSA position and apron feeder velocity as inputs) and PID for the SISO system with 

apron feeder speed as input. In both case the output is the level in the crusher. 

PID 

When using the PID the calculated control signal will be the apron feeder velocity and reference signal 

will be the desired level in the crusher. The derivative part of the controller will not be used since the 

process is very noisy and hence the controller is not a PID but a PI-controller however in thesis the PI-

controller will be referred as a PID-controller. 

The model of the plant to be used when tuning the PI-controller will be derived from the linear 

equation previously derived. The input to the system will be the apron feeder and the output the level 

in the crusher.  The equation for the transfer function is presented in equation 45. 
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𝑙�̇�𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙

𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘

⟹ 𝐺𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑁𝑇(𝑆) =
𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙

𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛

= 𝑆
𝑘𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛

𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘

  (45) 

The transfer function for the PI-controller is presented in equation 46. 

 
𝐺𝑃𝐼𝐷(𝑆) =

𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑛

𝑒
=

𝐾𝑝𝑆 + 𝐾𝑖

𝑆
 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑒 = 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 − 𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 (46) 

Transfer function from the reference signal to the actual level will then be as derived in equation 47. 

 
𝐺(𝑆) =

𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙

𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡
=

𝐺𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑁𝑇(𝑆)𝐺𝑃𝐼𝐷(𝑆)

1 + 𝐺𝑃𝐼𝐷(𝑆)𝐺𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑁𝑇(𝑆)
 (47) 

By using the inbuilt Matlab function auto-tuning for PI-controllers was used to tune the parameters in 

order to obtain the desired step response. The step response for the tuned system 𝐺(𝑆) is shown in 

figure 32. 

 

Figure 32 - Step response for 𝐺(𝑆) 

As seen in the figure 32 the PID was tuned to be slow and robust. This is because when changing the 

apron feeder velocity set-point it will take some time for the actual velocity to reach the set-point. This 

is due to the inertia of apron feeder and material on apron feeder as well as the current control system 

regulator. The choice of a slow controller is also due to the fact that the process is noisy and the 

controller should not drastically change the speed of the apron feeder only because of the noise.  

Since the apron feeder has a limited speed available an anti-windup will be used to prevent the 

integrated error to be too big during saturation. Anit-windup method is used as it was presented in the 

theory chapter with 𝐾𝐵 =
𝐾𝑖

𝐾𝑝
. 

The PID-controller was then simulated on the nonlinear Simulink model previously derived in different 

situations. The setup for the simulation in Simulink is shown in figure 33.  
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Figure 33 - Simulation setup in Simulink 

To evaluate the controller simulation was performed. Process noise was added to the sensors in order 

to simulate that the sensors were affected by different size of particles. The simulation was performed 

with the apron feeder completely emptied, MSA position fixed at 220 mm and a constant mass flow 

disturbance applied at 𝑡 = 2400. The mass flow disturbance could be for example a change in the 

material properties making more amount of material pass the crusher at same MSA position. The result 

is presented in figure 34. 

 

Figure 34 – Simulation PID-controller with mass flow disturbance at 𝑡 = 2400 

As seen the PID-controller could control the level as long as the maximum flow from the apron feeder 

exceeds the nominal flow in the crusher. When this is not possible the level in the crusher will decrease. 

This happens at the mass flow disturbance at 𝑡 = 2400. 

LQI 

Since the system actually is a MISO system the LQI controller will be developed and evaluated as well. 

By using Matlab command lqi for the LTI-system previously derived in the modelling chapter the gain 

𝒌 for the two states (error and integrated error) was calculated. The lqi command tries as described in 

the theory chapter to minimize the cost function. Hence it will also try to adjust the control signals 

towards zero, how fast will depend on the weighting matrices. The MSA position could never be zero 

due to saturation and often the MSA position should be at a desired level in order to produce correct 
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particle size. To be able to solve this problem the control signal calculated by the LQI will be adjusted 

with the desired main shaft position as described in equation XX. 

 
ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑝 = ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 + ℎ𝐿𝑄𝐼 (48) 

If the LQI successfully minimize the calculated control signal ℎ𝐿𝑄𝐼 then the setpoint to the crusher MSA 

adjustment system will be the desired. However if the MSA needs to be at a different height to 

maintain the level in the crusher it will be adjusted to that height.  

Simulations were done in the same way as for the PID-controller with ℎ𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 220. The 

result from the simulation is presented in figure 35. 

 

Figure 35 – Level and flow when simulating LQI-controller 

As seen the LQI controller adjust the nominal flow from the crusher by raising the MSA. The big over 

shoot seen at 𝑡 = 1000 s is due to the integral action acting on the MSA position and velocity of apron 

feeder. This is more clearly seen in figure 36. 
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Figure 36 Set-points for control variables 

As seen in the figure the integral action will take the apron velocity far from the saturation limit 

causing this big overshoot. If a mass-flow disturbance would be applied that causes the nominal mass 

flow from the crusher to decrease drastically there will take a lot of time to decrease the apron 

velocity set-point into the valid region again. This might cause an overflow in the crusher. To deal 

with this problem one variable containing the integral action to the apron feeder and one containing 

the integral action to the MSA position will be used. The integral action will saturate at the maximum 

or minimum output signal. After these change same simulation as above was performed and the 

result is shown in figure 37 and 38. 
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Figure 37 - Level and flow when simulating LQI-controller with integral saturation 

 

Figure 38 – Set-points for control variables 

As seen in the figures the response is faster than before the saturation on the integral actions and the 

there is no overshoot. This will be more sufficient in this practical implementation since the saturation 

limit for the apron feeder is so close to the feeding that is needed to maintain a good charge level. 
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9. IMPLEMENTATION 

The aim of this chapter is to present how the algorithm and sensors were implemented for tests. 

HARDWARE 

To be able to test the algorithm on the crushing plants a control box was installed in the crusher control 

room. The control box consists of a programmable logical unit with several analogue inputs and 

outputs. The control box were connected to the relevant measurement signals to be able to analyze 

the state of the crushing plant. The control signals from the control box were connected to the analog 

inputs in the current control system. The control signals were then treated in the current control 

system as regular crusher operator set point values. In this way the current safety system installed at 

the plant could be utilized. In addition to the already available measurement signals to level sensors 

was installed. The two measurement sensor was installed to be able to measure the charge level in the 

crusher. The radar based sensor used measure the level in a circle area where the diameter of the 

circle change depending on the distance between the sensor and the material which is illustrated in 

figure 39. 

 

Figure 39 - Radius of the measurement circle and distance between the sensor an material 

Since the measurement circle increase with distance it is not possible to measure in the crusher 

chamber since the measurement will be affected by the concaves. Because of this the sensor were 

calibrated to have the reference plane at the top of the crushing chamber. Figure 40 show the bed 

when the sensors were calibrated. 
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Figure 40 - Bed to be used as the reference plane for the sensors 

As seen in the previously picture there are two sensors the measure on each side of the spider arm to 

cover the whole area. This will result in two measurement signals. However it is desired to have just 

one signal to represent the level in the crusher in order to control and protect the crusher for overfilling 

hence estimation will be done.  

ESTIMATION OF LEVEL 

The estimate of the level in the crusher uses the two level sensors previously described. It is mainly 

desired to be able to detect when the crusher is about to get overfull therefore the highest level 

measured by the two sensors is used. Since particles are falling in front of the sensors and they bounce 

against the walls and spider arms the measurements will be affected by this causing the measurement 

to jump up and down a lot. In order to get a reliable estimate of the level a simple lowpass filter has 

been applied. The estimate of charge level is presented in equation 49. 

 
𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟(𝑘) = {

𝛼𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟(𝑘 − 1) + (1 − 𝛼)𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑘)  𝑖𝑓 𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑘) > 𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (𝑘) 

𝛼𝑙𝑐𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑟(𝑘 − 1) + (1 − 𝛼)𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (𝑘) 𝑖𝑓  𝑖𝑓 𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑘) ≤ 𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑓𝑡 (𝑘)
 (49) 

The result of using this algorithm is presented in figure 41. 

 

Figure 41 - Crusher level estimation 

To verify the estimation of level the estimate level was compared to the one in the chamber visually. 

An example of the level estimation in the system and corresponding level in the crusher is seen in 

figure 42.  
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Figure 42 - Estimated level calculated by previous described equation and actually level in crusher  

As seen in figure 41 the level is affected by large jumps in the signal on the left level senor. This is due 

to big particles falling down in the crusher bouncing around and then either falling down in the crushing 

chamber or gets stuck on the side of the crusher chamber. If the particle gets stuck the level will not 

decrease again. This is good for the protection but not for the control. In order to prevent this outlier 

detector will be used for the estimated level to be used for the level control. The algorithm used will 

not use a sensor value that rises to high from the current level. The result of using this method is 

presented in figure 43. 

 

Figure 43 - Level estimation for control 

As seen in the figure 43 the disturbance caused by bouncing particles will not affect the estimation of 

level used for control. 

CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION 

The PID-controller as well as the LQI controller will be implemented into the control box to be able to 

evaluate both. When switching between the controllers the controller values (for example integral 

error) will be reseted. The integration in both controllers will be stopped during stop caused by 

current control system since the stop can be long and hence the integration might become very 

large. 

The MAS position system pump and valves would be switched on and off a lot if the continuous 

controller reference output would be applied. Therefore the setpoint calculated by the LQI controller 

will be rounded to nearest fifth which will then be the reference to the current control system. 
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The implementation is done in discrete time however the sampling rate is so fast that the controllers 

implemented do not need to be converted into discrete time controllers.  

10. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The aim of this chapter is to present the result when using the developed control algorithm on the 
crushing plant. The result will be presented both from a control algorithm perspective but also how 
the algorithm affects the OEE. 

10.1. CONTROL ALGORITHM 

After simulation and running the controllers in the background during normal operation the controllers 

was tested to control the crushing plant in the real process.  When using the PID-controller the MSA 

position was set to 150 mm since this was the position where it was possible to build up a charge level 

in the crusher at the time. This task needs to be done by the operator for this type of controller.  

Approximately one hour set of data is presented in figure 44. 

 

Figure 44 - PID-controller with MSA set to 150 mm stating at 12:00 2015-05-11 

It is important to notice that when the apron feeder velocity is zero and the set-point calculated by the 

controller is not the level displayed is affected by the hydraulic hammer. This has happened for 

example at 𝑡 ≈ 600 and 𝑡 ≈ 2000. When the apron velocity is zero this might also depend on that the 

hopper is empty or other process stops. After a stop it is seen that there will take some time to fill the 

crusher again. The time to fill up the crusher in this case is seen in the graph to be approximately 300 

seconds. The flow out from the crusher under this test is seen in figure 45. 
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Figure 45 - Flow from crusher when running the PID controller 

 

A shorter period from another set of data is seen in figure 46. 

 

Figure 46 – PID-controller with MSA set to 150 mm stating at 15:47 2015-05-11 

As seen in the short time graph the PID-controller could control the level to a set-point. When the set-

points is reached the steady state velocity is very close to the saturation of the apron velocity speed 

(at time 𝑡 ≈ 500). The controller often saturates the apron velocity set-point which limits the 

controller ability to compensate for disturbances.  It is important to notice that the MSA position was 

adjusted manually. The idea when implementing this system the operators will raise the MSA position 

to a higher level than before since they know that there is a control system that will control the level 

so that the crusher do not overfill.  

When running the LQI controller the desired MSA position was set to 135 mm. This was because the 

operators running the crusher before starting the LQI have the MSA position set to 135 mm. The result 

when testing the LQI controller is seen in figure 47. 
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Figure 47 - LQI controller test 

As seen there are lots of stops and they are quite long as well. The LQI controller tries to adjust both 

the apron feeder velocity and the MSA position to build charge level in the crusher.  As seen the LQI 

controller constantly raises the mantel. At time 𝑡 ≈ 1600 seconds the charge level rises for the first 

time over the set-point. The MSA position settles for a longer time than before (if the process stop is 

removed). However the MSA position rises again when no charge level is gained which is expected. It 

could also be of interest to notice that when the charge level is gained for the first time it at exactly 

the same position as for which the PID-controller were tested at. During this test the particle size was 

large and therefore there were a lot of stops to clean the crusher from particles that was stuck. As for 

the PID-controller the flow out from the crusher was studied. The flow out from the crusher is 

presented in figure 48. 

 

Figure 48 - Flow from crusher when running LQI 

As revealed from the graph the flow out from the crusher is more even when charge level is obtained 

at 𝑡 ≈ 1600. It can also been notice that a smaller 𝑂𝑆𝑆 have not affect the maximum trough output 

from the plant in this test. However it should not be mixed with the nominal capacity of the crusher 

that will be affected by changing the 𝑂𝑆𝑆. 
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The filling time of the crusher is slightly faster in reality than in the simulation. Also in the simulation 

has the MSA position set to a much higher. The relation between OSS and nominal flow from the 

crusher in the simulation might not be valid for this specific crusher and therefore the MSA position 

and the filling time deviate a lot from the one used in reality. The geometry of the crusher used in the 

simulation might also deviate from the reality. 

10.2. CRUSHER OEE 

The test of the control algorithm was performed short termly on two different days with two types of 

test. The first test was conducted during one day where the control algorithm was switched on for one 

hour and then switched of for a couple of hours. The control algorithm was then switched on again for 

one hour and then switch offed one hour for one more time. The aim of this test is to get as accurate 

conditions as possible in terms of incoming ore size.  The second test was performed with the control 

algorithm switch on for three hours one day and compared to the same hours the following day. The 

aim of this test is to test the stability of the control algorithm as it would run for several hours in a row. 

The results of both test are presented in terms of throughput and OEE values.  

OEE TEST 1 

Seen below in table xx is the crusher OEE values and crusher settings from operating the crusher with 

the control algorithm and normal operation by the crusher operators. The values obtained from 

operating the crusher with the control algorithm are marked in red and normal operation in blue. 

Important to note is that the first test with the control algorithm was performed with the crusher 

speed on 90% which explains the low performance factor.  

Table 2 - Short time test where PID controller was active 12:00 and 16:00 

Time Availability Performance OEE Tonnage MSAP Speed 

12:00 90,03% 62,37% 56,15% 3842 150mm 90% 

13:00 79,19% 71,24% 56,41% 3357 150mm 100% 

14:00 82,94% 67,06% 55,62% 1348 150mm 100% 

15:00 75,28% 68,81% 51,80% 3778 150mm 100% 

16:00 89,36% 74,29% 66,39% 4402 150mm 100% 

17:00 83,11% 69,02% 57,36% 4406 150mm 100% 

 

The above results indicates an increase in availability from running the crusher with the control 

algorithm. The increase in availability is due to the crusher not overfilling as the control algorithm limits 

the speed on the apron feeder when the charge level reach a certain set point. This limits the total 

time that the operator needs to use the hydraulic hammer to clear the crushing chamber. Also when 

crusher is operated with charge level the jam that occurs at occasion is often easier to remove. The 

performance factor obtained from the power on the crusher motor is also a little bit higher from 

running the control algorithm as the charge level is maintained for a longer time. The higher 

performance value will correspond to a more even wear in crushing chamber, higher utilization of 

crushing power and lower fatigue on the crusher.  

The results of the tonnage discharged from the crusher is also within the same range between the two 

ways of operating the crusher. The total tonnage discharged from the crusher will not have any 

significant difference from operating the crusher with the control algorithm which could be the case 

as the speed of the apron feeder is less sometimes. The low throughput seen at 14:00 is due to lack of 

ore as the mine changes shifts causing production to be interrupted.  
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Figure 49 – OEE during test 1 

Comparing the poorest performance obtained from running the control algorithm with the poorest 

one obtained from manually operating the crusher, see figure 50. It is seen that the performance 

curve from the control algorithm is much smoother. Also the efficiency is held at a more even level 

due to the constant control of charge level in the crusher from running the crusher with the control 

algorithm.  

 

Figure 50 – Poorest performance comparison 

By comparing the best performance graphs obtained from running with and without control algorithm 

it is seen that the performance is much higher when running the control algorithm seen in figure 51.  
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Figure 51 - Best performance comparison 

Seen in the left graph above in figure 49 there is a rapid change in efficiency as the curve is steep in 

the beginning. This indicates that the crusher when empty have been filled up with material quickly. 

Observed in the graphs above is that in all the test there have been charge level in the crusher but at 

a different level. The performance factor when running the control algorithm will increase.  

OEE TEST 2 

Below in table 3 is the results obtained from running the crusher with the control algorithm for three 

hours in a row. A practical result from this test is that the control algorithm is stable long term and 

where not switched off during the below period.  
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Table 3 - PID control test evaluation 

PID algoritm active   

Time Availability Performance OEE Tonnage [tph] 

08:00 73,03% 78,30% 57,18% 2627,00 

09:00 89,36% 67,89% 60,67% 4050,00 

10:00 100,00% 70,63% 70,63% 3451,00 

Mean 87,46% 72,27% 62,83% 3376,00  

By comparing the values from running the control algorithm with the values obtained the following 

day the same hours seen below in table 4 it is seen that the mean OEE value is slightly higher over the 

period of three hours. However the availability from normal operation the day after running the 

control algorithm was 100% which indicates that the incoming particle size must have been small. The 

incoming particle size when running the control algorithm was big causing the crusher chamber to be 

blocked at times.  

Table 4 - Normal operation evaluation 

Normal operation   

Time Availability Performance OEE Tonnage [tph] 

08:00 100,00% 64,37% 64,37% 2936,00 

09:00 100,00% 64,94% 64,94% 3546,00 

10:00 100,00% 54,92% 54,92% 3701,00 

Mean 100,00% 61,41% 61,41% 3394,33  

The performance value from running the control algorithm will increase compared to normal operation 

as crusher is operated with charge level. The above indicates a performance increase on 10% from 

running the control algorithm. As the charge level is better with the control algorithm the long-term 

aspect of availability on the crushing plant should increase as availability losses caused by wear plates 

will be less without having any significant impact in the crusher throughput.  

11. CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter will present what conclusions could be made based on the results. It will also describe 
possible further works in optimizing the crushing plant. 

11.1. GENERAL 

The PID-controller could successfully control the charge level in crusher if the MSA position was adjust 

so the apron feeder could deliver more material than the outflow from the crusher.  

The LQI controller was not seen to successfully control the charge level for a longer time but the 

condition when testing the controller was done in difficult conditions with big lumps and for a quite 

short time. However the controller acts as expected and raised the MSA when not building charge 

level. After a while it was seen to build charge level for a short time after the adjustment of the MSA 

position. 

It could be concluded that the PID controller is a good choice if the operator adjust the MSA position 

in order to get correct nominal flow from the crusher. However to get a complete automatically system 

the LQI controller give indications to be a good choice. 
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It could also be concluded that the mathematical model is valid as a principle but not numerical correct. 

It is especially OSS-nominal tonnage relation that is not valid. However it is also seen in the LQI test 

result that the principle that the mass flow in to the crusher needs to be larger than the mass flow out 

from the crusher. This is done by raising the MSA and adjust the apron velocity which is done with the 

LQI controller and a charge level was eventually reached. 

By implementing the PID level algorithm it was possible to operate the crusher in a more efficient way 

regarding the utilization of the maximum crusher power. The utilization of the crusher power results 

in a performance increase on approximately 10%. When running the control algorithm indication on 

an increase in availability was obtained but due to the number of tests the result is not statistical 

proven.  

11.2. ANSWER TO RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Q1. How could a OEE model be developed to describe the efficiency of the crushing plant? 

An OEE model could be developed by removing parameters that is not affected by the crushing plant. 

The model was developed by interpreting the performance factor in a way so it could be used in a 

crushing plant. 

Q2. Is it possible to use a OEE model to identify possible improvements when running with charge 

level? 

The crusher OEE model used will represent improvements from running with charge level as the 

performance factor is based on this. The plant OEE model will however not directly correspond to 

improvements from running with charge level short termly but could be identified if it is investigated 

at a longer period of time.  

Q3. Is it possible to find mathematical models to represent crushing plant? 

Indication that it is possible to find a mathematical representation of the crushing plant has been 

seen. The principle in the mathematical model is valid for the plant however the exact numerical is 

not. Material characteristics has for example not been included in the model which is a parameter 

that is known to affect the flow in the crusher. 

Q4. Is it possible to use these mathematical models to develop charge level controller to work in 

practice?   

The mathematical models were used to tune the controller parameters in order to get the desired 

response. Since the controllers implemented worked as expected and especially the PID controller 

could keep a charge level it could be concluded that the mathematical models could be used to 

develop controllers that works in practice. However the response from the controller is not exactly 

the same in the simulation as in practice. This is probably  due to the fact that the mathematical 

models are not numerically exact and the process noise is very high. 

Q5. How will the new control algorithm affect the productivity of the crusher? 

The new control algorithm has shown indications on that it will increase the productivity of the 

crusher but need to be tested further.  
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11.3. FUTURE WORK 

Under the thesis project observation were made that the trucks that dump into the hopper is maybe 

not doing this in an efficient way. For example when the hopper level is too high the hopper needs to 

be emptied to a level so that it will be place for two trucks to tip. This is to be sure that if there are two 

trucks it will be place for two trucks to tip. However if it was possible to detect how many truck it is 

located at the tipping site it could be possible to control the traffic light depending on where the trucks 

are. This would create a more even delivery of ore to the crusher and crusher charge level could be 

maintained for a longer period of time.  

It might also be possible to locate the trucks and calculate how long time there will be before the truck 

will tip into the hopper. This could be used to adjust the flow through the plant in order to keep the 

charge level and prevent the apron feeder from stopping due to low level in the hopper which will then 

lead to an empty crusher. 

The LQI controller algorithm needs to be tested in more situations to be sure that the algorithm 

performs good for a long time with charge level.  

To be able to test the charge level algorithm (both PID and LQI) when the operators running the plant 

a interface for which the operators can get warnings and operate the charge level controller easily 

should be developed. This is needed to evaluate the algorithm for a longer period which is needed to 

verify the indicated effects.  

To increase the OEE it is not only the control algorithm that could be helpful but also mechanical 

actions can be done. For example it might be possible to increase the OEE by implementing a grizzly to 

get rid of lumps that causing production stops. 
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